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 This is a fun simple tutorial on how to turn your favorite Port City Pants pattern into a 
super fun and funky skirt. Hacking is my favorite way to expand my handmade 

wardrobe with patterns I already love! 
For this hack you will need to have purchased the Port City Pants printed pattern or 

downloadable PDF.

The Port City Pants:The Port City Pants: Sk ir t  Ha c k
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MEASUREMENTS:MEASUREMENTS:

Su itable Materials:Su itable Materials:

 

1.5 yd/m

1.75 yd/m

2 yd/m

Skirt To Knees

Skirt Mid Calf

Fabric allowance based on average 5’7”
height. You may need slightly more or less if

are taller or shorter than 5’7”

ALL SIZES 44”(110cm)& 54”(138cm) 

  Skirt Maxi 
(to the floor)

- Voile, Rayon, Lawn, and other 
light weight woven materials. 

FABRIC REQU IREMENTS:FABRIC REQU IREMENTS:

Option 1: Mid Calf 
Scoop Hem with Pleats

Option 2: Knee Length
Straight Hem with Gathers

Front

Back
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Sk ir t  Ha c k Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Trace the Front Pocket, Back Pocket, Front Yoke and Back Yoke directly from the Port City Pants 
Pattern onto tracing interfacing (pattern ease or vilene). Remember to label your pieces. I like to 
trace and cut out the Pants, as this will help when drafting your skirt.

- Trace

Measure where you plan on wearing the yoke for the skirt and use 
that measurement as your waist measurement (A). Next measure 
around the widest part of the lower half of your body and use that 
as your hip measurement (B). Select your size from the Port City 
Pants Pattern based on those measurements.

Finally, determine your length (C) Start at waist and measure to 
above the knee, at the knee, mid-calf, etc... Subtract (4 cm/1.5”) 
from your measurement to account for the Yoke plus hem.

- Sizing

For this particular skirt project choose a light weight drapey woven fabric if you would like to make a 
mid calf skirt like you see on the cover. For more of an a-line knee length skirt you could get away 
with something heavier like a medium weight cotton or denim.

- How To Choose Fabric

You Will Need:
- Port City Pants Sewing Pattern
- Scissors
- Sticky Tape
- Ruler and French Curve Ruler
- Marking Utensil
- Tape Measure
- Light weight pattern tracing paper such as
Pattern Ease or Vilene Non-Fusible Interfacing
- Flat head pins
- 3/4yd (.6m) of 1 1/4” (3 cm) elastic

 A

B

C

As directed for the Port City Pants, cut out light weight fusible interfacing (like Frence Fuse) to 
interface the Yoke.

- Interface

All seams are 3/8” (1cm) unless otherwise stated. The pattern includes seam allowances so when we 
hack the pattern to a skirt we will not need to add or subtract the seam allowance.

- Seam Allowance

 A=

B=

C=
(measurment-1.5”)
or
(measurment- 4 cm)



Make Skirt PatternMake Skirt Pattern

Lay Back Pant Leg facing up on a flat surface. 
Place a piece of tracing interfacing on top of Back 
Pant Leg lining up the edge of the interfacing with 
the inside edge of the pants, as shown. This will end 
up being the PLACE ON FOLD line. Use flat head 
pins to hold in place. (Figure 1)
Trace along the top edge of the Pants, and trace 
dart as well. 
(Figure 2)

- Prepare to Trace Skirt Back

Use measurement C and mark your length. 
(Figure 3)
Next Lay the corner edge of your ruler on the top 
corner of Back Pant Leg. Pivot the bottom out 
about 1” (2.5cm) from where you marked C.  
(Figure 4)
If you would like a fuller A-line skirt then pivot out to 
2” (5cm).
Your ruler may not reach all the way as illustrated, 
so either connect two rulers together or draw part 
of the way, move ruler down, and finish drawing 
the line.
Tip: Notice How I pivoted out far enough to miss 
the edge of the hip. 

- Trace Skirt Back

Line up interfacing with 

edge and pin

Line up Interfacing with 

edge and pin

Figure 1

Draw along Top Edge and

trace dart.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Mark Measurement C

Figure 3

Place top edge of ruler

Out by 1” (2.5cm)

Draw out 
past hips

Pivot out more if you have larger hips to give more 
fullness through the skirt. (Figure 5)
Alternatively, use a french curve to gently curve 
the hip line and come in slightly. Use a ruler to 
draw the rest of the way down. (Figure 6)

- For Fuller Hips or Less A-Line

Figure 5

Place top edge of ruler

Pivot out further

Draw out 
past hips

Figure 6 

Come
in slightly
for less A-Line

Curve around hips



- Trace Skirt Back

Choose if you would like a straight or curved hem.

For a straight hem, just draw straight across. 
(Figure 7)

For a curved hem, Mark a point approximately 
1”-2” (2.5cm-5cm) lower than your measurement 
C on the Fold Line (edge of interfacing).
Use French Curve to draw the line to the outside 
skirt edge as shown. Smooth out the curve if 
needed. (Figure 8)

- Draw the Hem

Figure 7 

Draw straight across

Figure 8 

Draw curved line

Drop by 1-2”

Once all your lines are drawn, cut out your skirt 
piece and Label.
Skirt Back
Cut 1 on Fold
Label: Place on Fold

Mark a stop sewing line 3” (7.5cm) up from edge if 
you would like a side opening. Label it STOP 
SEWING LINE.

- Cut Out and Label
Skirt Back
Cut 1 On
FoldPLA

C
E O

N
 FO

LD

Stop 
Sewing 
Line

Lay Front Pant Leg facing up on a flat surface. 
(Figure 9)

Next, place a piece of tracing interfacing on top of 
Front Pant Leg. Place the straight edge of the 
interfacing 1.5” (4cm) away from center front of 
the Pant, as shown. This will end up being the 
PLACE ON FOLD line. Use flat head pins to hold in 
place. (Figure 10)

- Prepare to Trace Skirt Front 1.5” (4cm) Away

 Keep this 

edge straight.

Figure 9 Figure 10 

Trace along the top of the pants, and out to the 
edge of the interfacing as shown. 

Make the following marks for pleats starting at 
edge of interfacing, as shown. 
(1”&1.5, 2.5”&3”, 4”&4.5”)
(2.5cm&4cm, 6.5cm&8cm, 10.5cm&12cm)
Alternatively, you can skip the pleats and gather 
between the pockets to eliminate this step.
(Figure 11)

- Trace Top Edge and Add marks

Figure 11



- Cut Out and Label

- Trace Top Edge and Add marks

- Draw Side Edge and Hem
Take Back Pocket Piece and place under 
interfacing, as shown. (Figure 12)

Next, line up Back Skirt piece with the top of the 
pocket and side of pocket. (Figure 13)

Draw edge and hem, as shown, following the 
edge of your Back Skirt pattern piece.

Skirt Back

Line Up

Up as high 

as pocket

Draw side seam

and Hem.

Once all your lines are drawn, cut out your skirt 
piece and Label.
Skirt Front
Cut 1 on Fold
Label: Place on Fold

Mark a stop sewing line 6” (15cm) up from edge if 
you would like a side opening. Label it STOP 
SEWING LINE.

- Cut Out and LabelSkirt Front
Cut 1 On
Fold

PLA
C

E O
N

 FO
LD

Stop 
Sewing 
Line

Cut OUt SkirtCut OUt Skirt
Before you begin wash, dry, and iron your fabric to prevent unwanted shrinkage. I also suggest making 
a sample(muslin) of the skirt to check sizing, fitting, and length. 
Next, fold your fabric in half (RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER) with selvage edges matching. Place your pattern 
pieces onto the fabric as shown in the diagram below. 

GUIDE: RIGHT SIDE
OF FABRIC

WRONG SIDE
OF FABRIC

Pieces:
x2

Cutting Layout:

x2

 Based on 44” (110cm) width 
Fabric

Folded Edge

Selvage Edge

Sk i r t  BackSk i r t  F ron t  

x2x2 Front
Pocket  

Back
Pocket

Pocket Front
Cut 1 Pair

Pocket Back
Cut 1 Pair

Fro
nt Yo

ke
C

ut 2

Ba
ckYo

ke
C

ut 2

F ron t
Yoke

Back
Yoke

Skirt Back
Cut 1 On Fold

Skirt Front
Cut 1 On Fold



Sew Skirt TogetherSew Skirt Together
Step 1: Sew Darts and Attach Pockets

Step 2: Gather or Pleat

Step 3: Attach Yokes

Line Up

Up as high 

as pocket

- Cut Out and Label

Follow steps 1-4 in the Port City Pants pattern to sew the darts and attach the pockets to the Skirt.

Option 1: On the front of the skirt run a gathering 
stitch from pocket edge to opposite pocket edge 
(Figure 12) and gather up until the skirt fits the Front 
Yoke (Figure 13).

Option 2: Use marks and make tuck pleats. 6 in 
total. To make a pleat match marks together 
(Figure 14), pin, and press away from middle 
(Figure 15). Run a basting stitch over the top to
secure the pleats in place. (Figure 16)

Follow steps 6 and 7 to attach Front and Back Yokes to Skirt Front and Back.

Step 5: Hem
Follow step 15 to hem the bottom of the Skirt. If you find it easier to hem flat, then hem your skirt before 
step 4. 

Follow steps 10 and 11 to attach yoke lining.

Step 4: Sew Side Seams
No Side Split Hem: Place front and back right sides together. Pin and sew side seams. Overlock/serge 
to finish seam.

Side Split Hem: Overlock/serge all side edges before sewing skirts right sides together.
Stop at your stop sewing mark that you marked on your pattern piece. Fold back edge of
side pleat to the wrong side of your skirt and topstitch to secure.

Step 6: Attach Yoke Lining

Follow steps 12,13,14 to insert and secure elastic

Step 7: Insert Elastic

Fold Pleats AWAY from Center

Match Marks

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16


